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History is a compulsory subject in the education syllabus in Malaysia.  Historical 
learning plays a vital part in developing a student, in terms of spiritual, emotional, 
physical and intellectual growth.  There are numerous studies conducted which 
shows the lack of interest in learning history among students.  History is perceived as 
boring by students with numerous facts and texts to be remembered and memorized.  
The lack of pictures to depict the events happened in the past do not help, either. 
However, interactive contents are able to help students understand and learn history 
better.  Students, who are usually teenagers and young adults, usually fare better 
when they can learn in an interactive environment.  Digital game can enable a 
student to “relive” history by telling its storyline.  Computer games are immersive, 
interactive and sometimes addictive.  The interaction between player and the game 
components, such as hardware and software, defines these qualities.  A game is 
highly immersive if it can capture a player‟s imagination in its interactive world with 
different characters, storylines, strategies and design.  In this paper, a finding is done 
from a preliminary analysis on problems faced when teaching and learning history, 
students‟ response and reaction for game-based learning and the ability.  An 
investigation is carried out using questionnaire and interview, involving 40 
respondents, which are mainly student and parents from different schools in Ipoh, 
Perak.  The key findings from this investigation are problems faced by students when 
learning history and their reaction towards game-based learning (GBL).  The product 
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1.1 Background of Study  
History, as a compulsory subject in the secondary school education in Malaysia, aims 
to instill a sense of patriotism, love and loyalty of one‟s country into our students.  
History retells the events which unfolded in our country in the distant past, with 
brave heroes and tyrannical leaders fighting for their own sense of justice.  Through 
these events, History is able to let a student have a better understanding of his/her 
country‟s society, and the part that his/her country played to the world‟s History.  In 
addition, according to the National Education Philosophy, History is essential for a 
student‟s intellectual, emotional, spiritual and physical growth.  However, these 
colorful past is clouded by the abundance of facts and words which a student finds 
uninteresting.  Therefore, students usually do not like to study History due to the 
numerous texts and facts which must be remembered and memorized.   
In the 21
st
 century, there have been major developments in ICT and better software 
that are able to help teaching and learning more effective by utilizing the latest 
technology.  By retelling the historical events in animation and games, one can make 
history come alive.  Video games are played by most teenagers nowadays as a source 
of leisure and entertainment.  Therefore, games can be made a medium for educators 
as a medium for learning. 
Game is an interactive technology, when embedded within the correct learning 
environment, could attract and maintain the attention of students enough to foster the 
learning progress effectively and efficiently.  Researchers and game developers are 
aware of this new technology and come out with new frameworks and models to 
implement the multimedia learning environment.  Game-based learning (GBL) has 





In this research, a finding is done from a preliminary analysis on problems faced 
when teaching and learning history, students‟ response and reaction for game-based 
learning and the ability.  Then, an all new GBL Model and implement it in a game 
demo for a new interactive learning of the History subject. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
History is a compulsory subject in for Lower Secondary Examination (PMR) and 
Malaysian Certificate of Education (SPM).  However, not many students spend as 
much time as they did in other subjects compared to History.  History has always 
been perceived as a boring subject.  Furthermore, it is perceived that History subject 
does not bring in any commercial value.  Therefore, students have little or no interest 
in learning History and History teachers are faced with the dilemma.   
Students have always perceived History as a boring subject with its multiple facts, 
concepts, time, names and events to be remembered and memorized.  Therefore, they 
have little interest in focusing on the subject.  Hence, this attitude has drastically 
affected the passing percentage of History for Malaysian Certificate of Education 
(SPM).  According to research by Malaysian Examination Syndicates, the percentage 
of students who failed History subject for SPM for the year 2005 and 2006 are 25.6% 
and 34.2% respectively.   
According to our analysis from the questionnaires, the reasons for students failing in 
History are because History has too many facts, names and events to be remembered.  
The students are too lazy to read and memorize all the facts, uninterested in the 
historical events that happened, unable to maintain interest in the subject, and some 
students divert their inability to score in History to their teacher‟s inefficient teaching 
methods.   
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Therefore, by implementing a game based learning module, students will be more 
motivated and interested to study History.  The elements of the game will enable 
students to understand and remember the historical facts and figures better. 
 
1.3 Objective 
 To study the potential of Game Based Learning (GBL) Model among 
students 
 To design and implement a GBL Framework based on the preliminary 
analysis done 
 To develop a Role Playing Game (RPG) environment with characters, 
concepts, time and storyline based on historical events 
 To develop a Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MORPG) 
environment with characters, time and concepts based on historical 
events 
 To create a forum and community with new updates, guides, 
walkthroughs and a place for players nationwide to communicate 
 
 
1.4 Scope of Study 
In Malaysia, all the materials for studying the History subjects are mostly textbooks 
and reference books.  There are some pictorials available, as well.  But there are no 
games which retells historical events available.  In a related note, most students in 
Malaysia play video games as a source of entertainment for their free time.  For this 
reason, this project is aimed at creating a game-based learning (GBL) framework for 
students, as well as developing role-playing game (RPG) on educational syllabus of 
history.  A forum and a community will also be developed where players from all 








4.0 Literature Review 
4.1 Problem Formulation 
The development of Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game based on History has 
been a forward-looking objective by teachers in schools to improve the scores of the 
subject in school.  Studies and preliminary analysis have been carried out, via 
interview with History teachers in schools and surveys amongst students, to examine 
the potential or actual impact of the development of a game based learning module in 
aiding teachers in teaching the subject.  The questionnaires are answered by students 
from various schools in Ipoh, Perak.  Interview with teachers was done in SMK 
Tronoh.  The evidence from this analysis suggests that the end product would greatly 
aid teachers in their teaching routine.  
The problems faced by History teachers are mainly the lack of interest of students 
and difficulty level in the subject.  According to the report “What Are Upper 
Secondary School Students Saying About History” by Stephen Joseph, it is observed 
that too many concepts and lack of supplementary texts contributed to the negative 
perception of History.  Students also would not consider pursuing the subject at a 
tertiary level because of the lack in commercial value.  The study also revealed a 
weakness of students in understanding of concepts as historical evidence, causation 
and historical explanation.   
Interview with History teachers revealed that lack of teaching materials and 
additional references contributed to the lack of understanding on the subject.  In 
addition, there are many historical events, facts, names and places to be remembered, 
and students may feel overwhelmed when studying this subject.  Therefore, by 
implementing a game based learning module, teachers find it easier to create new 




4.2 Video Games  
Video game is an electronic game which involves human interaction with the virtual 
world inside the game to generate visual response in a console.  Video games interact 
with the players by bringing them to a whole new virtual environment, accepting 
inputs from one or more players using the user interface designed and generate 
output based on the choices the player(s) selected via a video feedback.  A game is 
bounded by the rules and boundaries programmed by a game developer, which 
determines what a player may or may not do.  What makes a game immersive and 
addictive is its virtual environment, such as goals, rules, design, storylines, 
interaction between game and players, as well as character developments.   
Video games can be classified into three categories, namely casual games, serious 
games and educational games.  Casual games, as the name suggests, has a basic rule 
set which is simple to grasp and a gameplay easy to understand.  Examples of these 
games include Tetris, Minesweeper and Solitaire.  Serious games, on the other hand, 
are usually made for reasons other than entertainment and are used by professionals 
as a tool for learning or improving a skill set.  An example of a serious game is 
Microsoft Flight Simulator which is used by United States military for simulations 
and training exercises.  Last but not least, educational games are aimed at improving 
knowledge using a new form of media.  There are many types of educational games 
that cater for kids and adults alike, ranging from counting to spelling games. 
 
2.2.1 Video Games Platforms 
Video games are played on electronic systems called platforms.  The two most 
popular platforms are personal computers and video game consoles.  These platforms 
vary in size, ranging from large mainframe computers to small handheld devices.  














Figure 4.1: Popular Gaming Platforms 
In addition, an online game enables players from all over the world to interact with 
each other and the game environment by connecting through a network via 
respective platforms.  There are also numerous platforms which can be linked to a 
gaming network in order to compete with other users in a player versus mode, team 









Figure 4.2: Examples of online multiplayer gaming network 
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2.2.2 Video Game Genres 
Video games play an important part in young people‟s lives.  Teenagers usually play 
games in their leisure time as a source of entertainment.  Similar to most other forms 
of media, a video game can be categorized into different genres.  The categorization 
of genres is based on a variety of factors such as method of game play, art style and 
types of goals.   
Some of the most popular game genres include:- 
Table 4.1: Game genres and popular games in that genre 
Genres Popular Games 
Action / 
Adventure 
Super Mario, Assassin‟s Creed, Prince of Persia 
Sports Pro Evolution Soccer 2012, FIFA 2012, NBA2K12 
Fighting Street Fighter, Tekken 6, Bloody Roar 
Shooting Counter Strike, Call of Duty, Modern Warfare 
Strategy Red Alert 3, Age of Empires 3, Civilization World 
Role Playing Final Fantasy VII, Pokemon, Diablo III 
 
 
4.3 Game-Based Learning (GBL)  
Nowadays, games are also invaluable as a source of educational tool.  Games are 
integrated into education to form a new and unique educational model.  Game-based 
learning (GBL) is a new educational model which focuses on using game as a means 
to convey its learning objectives.  GBL relies on the ability of video games in order 
to attract and captivate users to achieve a specific goal.   
GBL has been widely used by organizations and institutions to train workers and 
students in learning new skills and knowledge.  Based on the report “Re-telling 
History: A Web-based Educational Video Game for Teaching History”, a game-
based learning module based on History had already been deployed in Madrid.  A 
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similar game has been developed by MIT Media Lab in United States, titled 
Revolution, as stated in the report “Towards a Theory of a Games Based Pedagogy “. 
There are many more examples of Game based learning products which are 
commercially available.  However, GBL approach has not been utilized in formal 
education.  The reasons behind this are explored by Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen in his 
paper, entitled “The Challenges to Diffusion of Educational Computer Games, by 
analyzing currently available GBL products using Diffusion of Innovation, a well 
established model by Rogers.  It focuses on five attributes from the theory behind 
diffusion of innovation, which are shown in the table below:- 






How much innovation perceived as better than those existing 
today 
Compatibility How well does the product match existing needs and 
expectations 
 
Complexity How easy is the product to use and understand for end users 
 
Trialability How easy can the product be tried out before its full release 
 




Based on report “Motivation and Computer Game Based Learning”, a survey by 
Nicola Whitten of Manchester Metropolitan University shows that, students who are 
gamers and non gamers showed clear differences in motivation to play games.  Other 
than that, fewer of two thirds who took part in the survey find educational games 
interesting or motivational in itself. 
According to report titled “Digital Game Based Learning” by Richard Van Eck, by 
leaving the design of the game environment and game play to the game developers 
and the design of learning to the teachers, a DGBL product can be maximized.  In 
addition, the paper “Best Practices for Integrating Game-Based Learning into Online 
Teaching” suggests a few guidelines for a successful GBL product, including taking 
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advantage of existing resources, asking students to be producers instead of just 
consumers, avoiding being overly prescriptive, being aware of non-media-intense 
and non-electronic games, staying focused on learning and not technology, orienting 
and debriefing students as to the value of gaming activities, embracing 
interdisciplinarity, taking advantage of serious games, considering collaborative 
technologies and virtual worlds, and lastly, playtesting.  According to the journal 
“Digital Game-based learning (DGBL) Model and Development Methodology for 
Teaching History”published by Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, a successful online 
game designed for learning purposes must possess a few components, namely: 





6 Multimedia technology 
7 Challenge and competition 


















3.0      Methodology 
3.1 Research Methodology 
In completing this project, the methodology used is Rapid Application Development 
(RAD) method.  RAD is a software development methodology that requires minimal 
planning in exchange for rapid prototyping.  This methodology is chosen out of other 
software development methodologies due to time constraints of this project which is 
less than 10 months.  The planning of the product developed is interleaved with 
writing of the software itself.  Without extensive pre-planning, it allows for the 
product to be written faster, and it is easier to edit should there be any change in 
requirements.   
RAD involves methods which include iterative development, which is to develop the 
product through repeated cycles, allowing developers to learn and improve on past 
versions of the product, and software prototyping, where a prototype of the product is 
created and tested, such as incomplete versions of the software program or demos.  
Structured techniques and prototyping are often used in RAD to define users‟ 
requirements and for the design of the final system.  There are four phases of RAD, 
as shown below: 
 Analysis and Quick Design Phase 




 Testing Phase 






Figure 3.1: Rapid Application Development cycle. 
 
 
3.2 Project Activities 
 
• Research and understand game based learning methods 
• Develop a GBL framework based on past methods and researches 
Develop a Game Based Learning (GBL) Framework 
• Research on educational syllabus of History subject 
• Create a storyline based on the research findings 
• Design and develop a role playing game 
Develop a RPG game based on History 
• Research on educational syllabus of History subject 
• Create characters and maps based on the research findings 
• Design and develop a multiplayer online role playing game 
Develop a multiplayer online RPG based on History 
• Create a website for releasing walkthroughs, guides and FAQs 
• Create a forum where players can share information and tips 
• Release new updates on the site where players can download 
Develop a online community 
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3.3  Key Milestones 
Table 3.1: Key Milestone 
Week Milestone 




14 Final Dissertation 
 
 
3.4 Gantt Charts 






3.5 Tools / Software used 
Table 3.2: Tools / Software used 
Product Tool / Software Uses 
Role Playing Game based 
on History 
RPG Maker VX A game engine used to 
develop the game 
Audacity Audio editing 
Paint, Gimp Picture editing 
Photoshop Picture editing 
Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game based on 
History 
RPG Maker VX A game engine used to 
develop the game 
Telam Ludus Software to set up client 
and server to enable 
multiplayer online gaming 
Audacity Audio editing 
Paint, Gimp Picture editing 
Photoshop Picture editing 
WampServer Database 
3D RPG Game Unity 3D A game engine used to 
develop the game 
Audacity Audio editing 
Photoshop Create textures 
Blender Create 3D models 
Online community Blogger Web hosting site 











RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.0      Result & Discussion 
 
4.1 Preliminary Analysis 
A preliminary analysis was done to identify the problems faced by the students and 
to come out with a solution that works.  Investigation is carried out in the form of 
questionnaires and interviews.  Respondents from this investigation hail from 
secondary school students from different schools all around Ipoh, Perak.   
In this analysis, two teachers from SMK Tronoh were interviewed to find out the 
reasons they think students are facing when studying History.  The reasons include:- 
 Too many historical facts and events to be remembered 
 Lack of teaching materials 
 Not enough additional references 
 Textbooks have too many words and not appealing to students 
The concept of game based learning was also explained to them.  Their opinion on 
GBL model is encouraging.  Questionnaires were distributed to student from various 
schools.  Results show that more than 70% of the student respondents do not like 
History subject. 
Table 4.1: Student perception on History 
Whether students like History subject Percentage (%) 
Yes 30.0 
No 70.0 
The questionnaire aims to find out the reason for the lack of interest in learning 
History subject among students.  53.3% of the respondents gave the reason that 
textbooks are too boring, whereas 46.7% said that there are too few historical 
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references.  40% of the respondents answered inefficient teaching methods as the 
reason.  Apart from that, a staggering 70% of the respondents answered that the 
reason for the lack of interest in learning History is due to the fact that there are too 
many historical facts to remember.  Lastly, 53.3% answered that History is not useful 
for building future career, hence the lack of interest in studying the subject. 
Table 4.2: Reasons for lack of interest in learning History 
Reasons for lack of interest in learning History Percentage (%) 
Textbooks are too boring 53.3 
Too few historical references 46.7 
Inefficient teaching methods 40.0 
Too many historical facts to remember 70.0 
Not useful for future career growth 53.3 
According to the findings, 90% of the student respondents play at least two hours of 
game every week.  Table 4.3 shows the amount of time spent on playing video games 
a week by the student respondents. 
Table 4.3: Time spent on playing video games 






There are numerous consoles on which a game can be played.  They are categorized 
into three groups, namely television based system (such as Nintendo Wii, Sony 
Playstation, Xbox 360), Computer based (Windows and Macintosh), handheld 
gaming consoles (Sony Playstation Portable, Nintendo 3DS and Gameboy Advance), 
and most recently, smartphones and tablets.  Table 4.4 shows the platform used by 
students to play their games.  Table 4.5 shows the type and genre of games the 
student play.  The least popular game genre is racing and puzzle games whereas the 
most popular game genre among students are action/ adventure games. 
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Table 4.4: Platform used by students to play games 
Platform used by students to play games Percentage (%) 
Television based (Sony Playstation, Nintendo Wii, 
Xbox 360) 
30.0 
Computer based (Windows, Macintosh) 55.0 
Handheld gaming consoles (Playstation Portable, 
Gameboy Advance, Nintendo 3DS) 
45.0 
Smartphones / Tablets 65.0 
 
Table 4.5: Genre of games played by students 
Genre of games played by students Percentage (%) 
Sports 25.0 
Puzzle 20.0 





In conclusion, video games are being played by students on different consoles and 
different genres.  Findings from the preliminary analysis shows that for a game-based 
learning on history, there are main components and requirements that needed to excel 
in order to enjoy and learn history through creative experience.  Table 4.6 shows the 
requirements of a successful GBL framework. 
Table 4.6: Requirements of GBL framework 
Requirements of GBL framework Percentage (%) 
Animate historical personality in a virtual environment 
to enable users to visualize the truth through role-
playing 
65.0 
Animate historical events in a virtual environment to 
enable users to visualize the truth through role-playing 
70.0 
Challenging tasks and adventure 55.0 
Attractive audio element 35.0 




4.2 Game Prototype I: Role Playing Game (RPG) based on 
History 
After the preliminary analysis was done, all factors of a successful Game Based 
Learning framework are studied and a game prototype is created.  Development of 
the game prototype is split into three stages: 
i. Research and planning 
ii. Development of game prototype 
iii. User acceptance testing  
 
4.4.1 Research and Planning 
It is vital for us to familiarize ourselves with the syllabus of our education curriculum 
before any development of the game prototype commences.  Therefore, during this 
research and planning stage, it is vital for us to have a firm grasp of the nation‟s 
History education syllabus.   
First of all, a History textbook is obtained.  The textbook will act as a reference for 
the educational syllabus.  The textbook will also act as a guide to start planning the 
game.  After the textbook is obtained, start planning the game by start planning the 
concept of the game, which is role-playing.  Then, start planning the game mechanics 
such as settings and characters, protagonists and antagonists, of the game.  Apart 
from that, other aspects of the game, such as character classes, battle systems, and 
different add-ons will have to be considered as well.  Finally, after all the planning of 
the game mechanics has been completed, the storyline of the game can be developed 
based on the era and settings of the game and the History textbook. 
The flow of the game has to be decided as well.   The flow of the game will 
determine where the game starts, what happens after the player completes a quest or 
correctly answers the questions in the game, and other aspects of the game.  The 









4.4.2 Development of Game Prototype 
Once the initial planning and research is completed, the development of the game 
prototype will commence.  The development of game prototype will further be 
divided into three stages, namely development of game resources, development of 
maps, dungeons and towns, and lastly, development of storyline and events. 
In first stage, development of game resources, the basic things for the games are 
created.  Some of those include items, weapons, armors and other miscellaneous.  
Apart from that, characters and character classes are also created.  Before a character 
is created, character classes should be defined.  In the figure below, shows the 
different classes available on the left column.  The other columns show the 
equippable weapons, armors, efficiencies against elements and skills available to the 
chosen class, which is Paladin.    
 
Figure 4.2: Different classes with different skills, 
weapons, armors, strengths and weaknesses 
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After the characters and character classes are defined, the character is assigned to 
their own respective classes. Character classes include warrior, priest, knight, dark 
knight, magician and many others.  These classes indicate how the characters stats 
are distributed when they gain a level.  Apart from that, character classes also 
determines what items, weapons, armors or skills which can be used by one character 
class.  It is important for a character to be specialized in their own classes so that 
they do not overshadow other characters.  Therefore, each playable character in the 
game will have their respective classes.  The figure below shows an example of the 
assignment of the class “Hero” to the player “Michael”. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Assigning a character class to a character. 
 
After the basic game mechanics is done, the development of maps, dungeons and 
towns will be developed.  The development of maps will be done inside the game 
engine, using the resources which are readily available in the engine.  The maps and 
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towns will be designed according on the History textbook.  There will be four types 
of maps, namely the World Map, the Town Map, Dungeon Map and Battle Map.  
These maps will be further divided into two categories, namely the Field Screen, 
which will consist of the World Map, Town Map and Dungeon Map, and the Battle 
Screen, where the Battle Map is categorized.  All these maps will have different 
purposes in the game. 
A Battle Map is a map which will be used as a background during battle.  The map 
will change according to the area which the player is currently at.  For example, if the 
battle occurs in a forest, the Battle Map will be a forest concept as well. 
The World Map is the biggest maps among the three maps.  The World Map is 
designed according to the Malay Peninsula.  When the game begins, the players will 
not start their game in the World Map, but in a town, which is placed on the World 
Map.  But as the game progresses, the player will have to travel to different towns in 
order to proceed in the game.  World Map serves as a purpose for players to navigate 
through different dungeons and towns.  All the towns and dungeons in the game will 
be placed in the World Map.  The figure below shows the World Map in the game. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: World Map 
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The second type of map is the Town Map, which is a location in the World Map 
where players can enter.  As the name suggests, the Town Maps will be towns which 
players can travel to in order to buy items, weapons, or to proceed in the game.  As it 
is a town, there will be no enemies in a Town Map, apart from boss battles.  The 
Town Map will have houses, non-playable characters (NPCs) and different game 
objects which the players can interact with.   The following figure shows a Town 
Map which is used in the game prototype. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Town Map 
 
The final map is the Dungeon Map.  The Dungeon Map will be designed according 
the type of dungeon, such as volcano dungeon will have burning lava whereas forests 
will have many trees and bushes.  In order to make the game more interesting, there 
will have to be battles and obstacles to get through in order to proceed in the game.  
For example, in order to proceed to the next destination, a player has to go through a 
thick forest which will be infested with enemies.  Only when the player is able to 
pass the Dungeon Map, will they be able to proceed on with the game.  The 
following figure shows an example of the Dungeon Map used in the game prototype.  





Figure 4.6: Dungeon (Forest) Map 
 
Once the maps are completed, the main and most important part of the game, which 
is the storyline, can be inserted into the game prototype.  The storyline will be based 
on the History textbook, in order to fulfill the objective.  In the storyline, player 
characters will have to travel all over the World Map to different towns in order to 
complete quests to finish the game.  Apart from the main storyline, there are 
additional mechanics such as battle systems, side quests and mini games such as 
quizzes and exercises based on examination questions can be added into the game.  
Side quests are optional quests which the player may choose whether to complete or 
not and will not affect the main storyline directly.  The purpose of the side quest is to 
prolong the playing hours of players.  Reward for completing a side quests will vary 
from rare items, weapons or armors to coins and other bonuses.  
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The battle system will be an Active Time Battle (ATB) battle system.  A player can 
control up to a maximum of four characters in battle at a time.  When the players 
encounter an enemy, whether it is a random encounter or a boss battle, the field 
screen will fade out and replaced by a battle screen. 
In battle, an ATB gauge will be used to track which character will act.  When the 
gauge is full, the player will be able to choose a command and make a player 
perform an action, such as using a normal attack, casting spells or using items.  The 
ATB gauge will be restarted after the action has been performed.  The rate of the 
movement of the ATB gauge will depend on the Speed stat of the characters.  The 
figure below shows Active Time Battle system in action.  The player controls three 
characters at the time of battle.  One of the characters is performing a magic attack 
against the enemy whereas another player is waiting for input by the player. 
 
 




The Quiz System is one of the most important aspects of the game.  At certain points 
of the game, the path to continue will be blocked by gargoyles which will ask 
questions based on the History textbooks.  The players will have to answer correctly 
in order to proceed.  If the wrong answer is given, a hard boss battle will be 
activated, and players will have to try answering the questions once more after the 
battle.  The figure below shows an example of the quiz system. 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Quiz System 
 
4.4.3 User Acceptance Testing 
The final game prototype was released for user testing for students at Tronoh.  Some 
of their comments are as below: 
 This looks just like the game Pokemon!  I used to love it when I was a child. 
 Very good. 
 I would play it if you make a 3D version of the game. 
Every beta testers‟ comment will be noted down and analyzed.  Based on the 
feedbacks and comments, the game will be redeveloped and improved before going 
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through user acceptance testing once more.  The following figures show some of the 
snapshots from the game prototype tested by students. 
 
Figure 4.9: In Game Screenshot I 
 
Figure 4.10: In Game Screenshot II 
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4.3 Game Prototype II: Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game 
(MORPG) 
Once the first game prototype is finished, a multiplayer online role playing game 
(MORPG) will be developed to let players interact and play with each other online.  
The development of the game is split into 3 stages:  
i. Research and planning 
ii. Development of game prototype 
iii. User acceptance testing 
 
4.3.1 Research and Planning 
The MORPG is based on the role playing game with similar concepts, settings and 
characters.  Unlike the offline game, MORPG needed more research and planning on 
how to make the game online.  Therefore, a list of game engines, database servers 
and software are considered before development of the game commences.  The 
server chosen to link players together is Vampyr Telam Ludus.  The figure below 
shows the settings available on Telam Ludus. 
 




4.3.1 Development of Game Prototype 
Once the research and planning stage has been completed and the suitable game 
engines, servers and software needed has been chosen, the development of game 
prototype can be started.  Similar to the offline role playing game, the online 
MORPG will start with the development with game resources.  Since the game 
engine used is identical, the resources can be ported, with slight additions and 
additions.  To make the game online, a database is used to store accounts of players, 
as well as different characters, quests, emails, etc.  A server is also used to host the 
game.  For this game, WampServer is used as a database.  The figure below shows 
the settings available on WampServer. 
 
Figure 4.12: Database server used: WampServer 
Once the server and database are all set up, the game has to be linked to the server 
and database.  This is done using software called Vampyr Telam Ludus.  This will 
enable players to register a new account and login using that account.  An 
administrator will be selected to regulate the players inside the game.  If the players 
broke any of the game rules or deemed too offensive towards other players, the 
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administrator has the ability and right to kick the player out of the room or even ban 
the player permanently.   
The figures below show the character registration and log in screens in the game. 
 
Figure 4.13: Character registration 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Character login 
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After the development of game resources, the maps and dungeons will be developed.  
The online version will comprise of bigger towns and dungeons because of bigger 
number of players.  The maps and dungeons will be designed according to the offline 
RPG as well, but with slight chances to make it interesting for players.   
There will be other features added to the online version to provide more interaction, 
communication and teamwork between players.  One such feature is the Chat 
function, where users will be able to communicate with each other.  By using the 
Chat function, the players can strategize attack plans to defeat bosses, ask for items 
and / or heals.  The figure below shows an example of the Chat function. 
. 
Figure 4.15: Chat system 
Another feature added to is the Guild feature.  By using the Guild feature, players are 
able to a Guild or a group of players to form a team.  Guild can have events or 
compete with other Guilds for rare items or accessories.  The final feature added into 
the MORPG is the Party system.  By using the party system, a group of players can 
play together to clear dungeons and to defeat bosses.  By forming a party with 
different character classes, you will be able to play your character to the best. 
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After the development of game resources, the maps and dungeons will be developed.  
The online version will comprise of bigger towns and dungeons because of bigger 
number of players.  The maps and dungeons will be designed according to the offline 
RPG as well, but with slight chances to make it interesting for players.   
The battle system used by the MORPG will be real time battle system.  This means 
there will not be a separate battle screen and the player is free to move around the 
map during battles.  The skills are accessible in a pop out window but the player will 
be able to make shortcuts for easy casting.  The monsters roaming the dungeons may 
attack the players without provocation, therefore retaining some of the aspects of the 
offline RPG‟s turn based battle system.  The figure below shows the real time battle 
system in action. 
 






4.3.3 User Acceptance Testing 
The final game prototype is unable to host numerous players at a time without the 
username and password of the Internet‟s service provider.  The game demo is tested 
by students in Tronoh.  Some of the comments are as below: 
 I would love to play this with my friends once it is online. 
 The battle system is a bit more complicated than the offline version. 



















4.4 Game Prototype III: 3D RPG Game  
Analysis during the preliminary analysis shows that many students play RPG games 
in 3 Dimension (3D).  Because technology is so advanced now, 3D games have 
become common.  Therefore, after the two games mentioned above is finished, it 
will be converted into a 3D game.  The development of the game is split into two 
stages: 
i. Research and planning 
ii. Development of game prototype 
 
4.4.1 Research and Planning 
Extensive research and planning is needed to be done to develop a full working 3D 
game prototype.  First of all, a good game engine is needed to develop the game in.  
Of all the list of game engines surveyed, Unity 3D: Free Version is chosen.  Then, 
research for free 3D models such as trees, humanoids and others, as well as other 
important aspects of the game such as plug-in, textures, and toolkits will be done.  
The figure below shows the layout of Unity 3D. 
 




4.4.2 Development of Game Prototype 
Once the research and planning stage has been completed, the development of the 3D 
game can be commenced.  The development process will be divided into three parts, 
namely gathering of game resources, creating a scene with game objects, and finally, 
have the game objects interacted with each other.  Most of the resources used in the 
game demo will be taken from Unity itself.  The figure below shows the asset page 
of BurgzergArcade, a site providing free resources such as GUI and 3D Models for 
educational purposes.  Some of the models of the game are downloaded from 
BurgzergArcade 
 
Figure 4.18: Resources from BurgzergArcade 
Once the resources are gathered, the second stage of development will begin.  The 
development will begin with the creating of a level.  A level is a scene where 
different types of game objects, prefabs and scripts can be inserted.  In the scene, the 
player can interact with the game objects.   
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In this game demo, two scenes will be created.  The first screen is the character 
generation screen.  In this scene, players can set the attributes of the player character.  
In the character generation screen, a player will be given a certain amount of attribute 
points to be divided among seven different attributes.  These attributes will affect a 
player‟s health, energy, mana, offense, defense and other relevant character stats.  
The figure below shows the character generation screen. 
 
Figure 4.19: Character Generation Screen 
After the character generation screen, the scene changes to the beginning of the 
game.  At the start of a new scene, the screen will be empty as there are no game 
objects in the scene.  In any level in a game, the game needs to be started with a 
ground for the player to walk on.  Else, the players will just falls below indefinitely 
due the force of gravity.   
The ground of a level can either be a normal plane or a special terrain.  A terrain is a 
huge plane which can be distorted upwards or downwards.  If a part of the terrain is 
distorted upwards, a hill can be formed, whereas if a part of the terrain is distorted 
downwards, it may indicate a hole, pond, river or others.  A normal plane, on the 
other hand, cannot be distorted.  It can be used to be a flat ground, such as the floors 
of a room. 
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In this game demo, the player character will start on a terrain.  The game terrain is 
created using Terrain Toolkit, a plug-in provided by Unity 3D.  The figure below 
shows the terrain used in the game demo.  
 
Figure 4.20: Map of the Game 
Apart from the terrain, the sky is also rendered.  The sky is rendered using Skyboxes 
from Unity 3D.  The figure below shows a skybox being embedded into the main 
camera to render a sky on an empty plane. 
 
Figure 4.21: Rendering of the sky 
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Apart from that, the water asset will be used to create a pond or sea.  The player 
character will explore the map and interact with other game objects such as chests 
and non-playable characters (NPCs).  The figure below shows three different game 
objects being imported into the game, namely a capsule, a prefab, and a square.  The 
prefab is a number of game objects grouped together as one. 
 
Figure 4.22: Importing Game Objects 
 
 
4.4.3 User Acceptance Testing 
The basic game prototype is rolled and tested by a number of students in Tronoh.  It 
does not have many features compared to the 2D RPG games, such as the menu 
system, battle system, and interaction with other game objects.  Some of their 
comments are as below: 
 This looks quite good!  Please continue working on this! 
 I think there should be a background music, then it will look so much nicer to 
play. 
 I will play this game even though I do not like History. 




The figures below are snapshots of the actual game demo used in user acceptance 
testing by students in Tronoh. 
 
Figure 4.23: Game Demo 
 
 




4.5 A Game Site dedicated to the RPG games 
A game site is a website dedicated to the above games.  In the website there will be 
introductions and overview of the games and details about the developer.  The 
highlight of the game site is the forum, where users can register and log in, or log in 
via Google mails, Facebook, Twitter and other accounts.  This forum is where FAQs 
and walkthroughs for the game will be provided, as well as updates and bug fixes.  It 
also acts as a medium for players all over Malaysia to be able to interact with each 
other to share tips and secrets to beating the game. 
 
 





















CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 
 
5      Conclusion & Recommendation 
5.1 Conclusion 
Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game based on History is a game based learning 
model which allows teachers to teach History more effectively and helps students 
study History more efficiently.  This system is very significant to be developed and 
improved as the current teaching methods proved to be inefficient.  This product will 
be based on the educational syllabus of Malaysia.  In the game, questions regarding 
the storyline, which involves historical concepts and events, will be asked in order to 
proceed.  This will help students to remember what they played.  An online 
community will also be set up to provide new updates, guides and walkthroughs, as 
well as a forum for students all over Malaysia to communicate and share 
information.  In conclusion, this project is expected to fulfill its objectivity which is a 
developed game based on History to help students understand History better.  In the 
preliminary analysis, interviews with teachers and questionnaires showed that the 
proposed product deliverables are favorable to be implemented in the formal 
education.   
 
5.2 Recommendation 
Some of the recommendations include:- 
 Implement game based learning approach in formal education 
 Port the game to different platforms 
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Preliminary Analysis : Game Based Learning 
 
Question 1  




Question 2  
Why do you think there is a lack of interest in learning “Sejarah” among students? 
o Textbooks are too boring 
o Too few historical references 
o Inefficient teaching methods 
o Too many historical facts to remember 
o Not useful for building future career 
 
Question 3 
How frequent do you play video games? 
o 0 – 1 hours/ week 
o 1 – 2 hours/ week 
o 2 – 3 hours/ week 
o 3  - 4 hours/ week 




Which platform do you use when playing video games? 
o Television based system 
o PC-based system 
o Handheld or portable gaming consoles 
o Smartphones and tablets 
 
Question 5 
What genre of video games do you usually play? 
o Sports games 
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o Puzzle games 
o Action/ Adventure games 
o Racing games 
o Fighting Games 




What are the factors which will make this game interesting? 
o Animate historical personality in a virtual environment to enable users to 
visualize the truth through role playing 
o Animate historical events in a virtual environment to enable users to visualize 
the truth through role playing 
o Challenging tasks and adventure 
o Attractive audio element 



















Questionnaire on History RPG game.   
 
Question 1  





Question 2  
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Abstract — History is a compulsory subject in 
the education syllabus in Malaysia.  Historical 
learning plays a vital part in developing a student, 
in terms of spiritual, emotional, physical and 
intellectual growth.  There are numerous studies 
conducted which shows the lack of interest in 
learning history among students.  History is 
perceived as boring by students with numerous 
facts and texts to be remembered and memorized.  
However, interactive contents are able to help 
students understand and learn history better.  
Students usually fare better when they can learn in 
an interactive environment.  Digital game can 
enable a student to “relive” history by telling its 
storyline.  In this paper, a finding is done from a 
preliminary analysis on problems faced when 
teaching and learning history, students‟ response 
and reaction for game-based learning and the 
ability.  An investigation is carried out using 
questionnaire and interview, involving 40 
respondents, which are mainly student and parents 
from different schools in Ipoh, Perak.  The key 
findings from this investigation are problems faced 
by students when learning history and their reaction 
towards game-based learning (GBL).  The product 
of this project has been developed and successfully 




History aims to instill a sense of patriotism, 
love and loyalty of one‟s country into our 
students.  History retells the events which 
unfolded in our country in the distant past.  
Through these events, History is able to let a 
student have a better understanding of his/her 
country‟s society.   
However, these colorful past is clouded by the 
abundance of facts and words which a student 
finds uninteresting.  In the 21
st
 century, there 
have been major developments in ICT and 
better software that are able to help teaching 
and learning more effective by utilizing the 
latest technology.  By retelling the historical 
events in animation and games, one can make 
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Game is an interactive technology, when 
embedded within the correct learning 
environment, could attract and maintain the 
attention of students enough to foster the 
learning progress effectively and efficiently.  
Researchers and game developers are aware of 
this new technology and come out with new 
frameworks and models to implement the 
multimedia learning environment.  Game-
based learning (GBL) has been researched 
extensively by researchers and game 
developers alike.  
In this research, a finding is done from a 
preliminary analysis on problems faced when 
teaching and learning history, students‟ 
response and reaction for game-based learning 
and the ability.  Then, an all new GBL Model 
and implement it in a game demo for a new 
interactive learning of the History subject. 
 
Objectives 
The aims of this project are: 
1. To study the potential of Game Based 
Learning Model among students 
2. To design and implement a GBL 
Framework based on preliminary 
analysis. 
3. To develop a Role Playing Game with 
multiplayer features based on historical 
concepts 
4. To create a forum and community for 
players nationwide to communicate 
 
The scope of the project will only focus on 
learning for secondary school students.  It is 
feasible both in terms of time and money. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Digital Game-based learning (DGBL) model 
and development methodology 
Multiplayer Role Playing Game Based O  History 
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Nowadays, there are already projects that use 
game as a medium for teaching history. There 
are also papers written on these subjects. One 
of those papers is written by Nor Azan, 
Azizah Jaafar and Wong Seng Yue, called 
„Digital Game-based learning (DGBL) model 
and development methodology‟ [1]. In their 
paper, they stated that, by using interactive 
technology, such as games, students are able 
to learn more effectively.  Digital game based 
learning (DGBL) is a paradigm that uses 
games as a means to convey learning 
objectives.  DGBL utilizes the power of 
computer games to captivate and attract 
players for a proposed objective, such as 
learning a new skill or knowledge [1]. 
 
Figure 1: Proposed components in DGBL 
Model for History educational games design 
 
The Challenges to Diffusion of Educational 
Computer Games 
This paper is by Simon Egenfeldt-Nielsen, and 
it analyzes the reasons DGBL approach has 
not been utilized in formal education [6].  By 
analyzing currently available GBL products 
using Diffusion of Innovation, a well 
established model by Rogers., it focuses on 
five attributes from the theory behind 
diffusion of innovation, which are shown in 







How much innovation 
perceived as better than 
those existing today 
Compatibility How well does the product 
match existing needs and 
expectations 
 
Complexity How easy is the product to 
use and understand for end 
users 
 
Trialability How easy can the product 
be tried out before its full 
release 
 
Observabiliity How easy it is to observe 
the advantages and 
progress of the product 
 
 
Table 1: Factors of Diffusion of Innovation 
Digital Game Based Learning 
In this paper by Richard Van Eck, he stated 
that by leaving the design of the game 
environment and game play to the game 
developers and the design of learning to the 
teachers, a DGBL product can be maximized.  
In addition, the paper “Best Practices for 
Integrating Game-Based Learning into Online 
Teaching” suggests a few guidelines for a 
successful GBL product, including taking 
advantage of existing resources, asking 
students to be producers instead of just 
consumers, avoiding being overly prescriptive, 
being aware of non-media-intense and non-
electronic games, staying focused on learning 
and not technology, orienting and debriefing 
students as to the value of gaming activities, 
embracing interdisciplinarity, taking 
advantage of serious games, considering 
collaborative technologies and virtual worlds, 
and lastly, playtesting [7].  A successful online 
game designed for learning purposes must 
possess a few components, namely: 
 
Towards a Game Based Pedagogy  
This paper was written by Russell Francis. In 
his paper, he stated that games based learning 
is hard to implement despite its huge potential.  
It analyse one of the most popular DGBL 
game available, called Revolution, which 
allows players to learn history through situated 
role play in a virtual environment.  It is 
developed by MIT‟s Comparative Media 
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Studies Lab as a part of the Education Arcade 
initiative.  Through this game, students are 
able to experience through virtual 
environment on how it is like to live in the 
Colonial Williamsburg era prior to American 








In this chapter, the methodology on how 
the system will work will be explained. This 
will explain in further details on how the 
project will be done. The project will involve 
the learning of history for secondary school 
students, but we will not take the whole 
syllabus of the subject. Only a few parts will 
be taken and developed as a proof of concept. 
Then a system/program will be created based 
on the chapters chosen. To ensure the projects 
runs smoothly and this project is evaluated 
based on Rapid Application Development 
(RAD). This project focuses more on building, 
refining and demonstrating. 
 
A. Gant Chart 
 
Figure 3: Gant Chart 
 
The GBL Framework was developed 
according to the Gant Chart above. Each and 
every key milestone is marked in the Gant 
Chart. This way, the project can be completed 
in time.  
Flow Chart 
 
Figure 4: Flow Chart 
The game mechanics of the game was 
developed according to the flow chart above. 
When the game starts, a main menu will be 
prompted with three options.  If new game is 
selected, it will lead to a prologue cutscene, 
which acts as introduction to the game.  Then 
it will bring players to the first stage.  If 
players choose load game, then it will 
continue where the players last saved.  During 
the course of the stage, players will need to 
complete quests and answer quizzes in order 
to advance in the storyline.  If the quizzes are 
answered wrongly, a boss battle will be 
prompted.  Once a stage is completed, the 
players will be taken to the next stage.  This 
will continue until the final stage.  After the 
final stage, there will be an epilogue cutscene, 
which will be the ending scene of the game.  
Once the game has finished, the players will 




Figure 5: Main Menu 
 
Figure 6: Character Registration 
 
Figure 8: Exploring Town 
 
Figure 9: Battle System 
 
A. Tools 
1. RPG Maker VX 
2. Unity 3D 





In completing this project, the methodology 
used is Rapid Application Development 
(RAD) method.  RAD is a software 
development methodology that requires 
minimal planning in exchange for rapid 
prototyping.  This methodology is chosen out 
of other software development methodologies 
due to time constraints of this project which is 
less than 10 months.  The planning of the 
product developed is interleaved with writing 
of the software itself.  Without extensive pre-
planning, it allows for the product to be 
written faster, and it is easier to edit should 
there be any change in requirements.   
RAD involves methods which include 
iterative development, which is to develop the 
product through repeated cycles, allowing 
developers to learn and improve on past 
versions of the product, and software 
prototyping, where a prototype of the product 
is created and tested, such as incomplete 
versions of the software program or demos.  
Structured techniques and prototyping are 
often used in RAD to define users‟ 
requirements and for the design of the final 
system.   
 




RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
To further prove that my project is suitable for 
the target market, I try to implement field 
testing. In this test, I find a few subjects to use 
the project and try to get their feedback. The 
feedbacks that I get from the research are quite 
promising. They seem to really have fun with 
the game. Having said that, the system still 
needs some improvements. The first thing I 
find during the field test is that storyline 
cannot be implemented in the multiplayer 
online game.  With many players playing the 
game at the same time, it is impossible to 
implement a deep storyline.  As a result, two 
version of the game is developed, the online 
version and the offline version with a deep 
storyline. 
 
Another finding that I found is that kids are 
really enjoying the interface and quality of the 
game because of the different features being 
implemented into the game.  The concept of 
the game mechanics is loosely based on the 
wildly popular Pokemon game series, 
therefore players are able to grasp the game 
mechanics easily.  The storyline of the game, 
which is based on History, are able to keep the 
players interested.  Different quizzes, maps, 
dungeons, and side quests in the game make 
the game immersive and interesting to the 






As a conclusion, Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game based on History is a game 
based learning model which allows teachers to 
teach History more effectively and helps 
students study History more efficiently.  This 
system is very significant to be developed and 
improved as the current teaching methods 
proved to be inefficient.  This product will be 
based on the educational syllabus of Malaysia.  
In the game, questions regarding the storyline, 
which involves historical concepts and events, 
will be asked in order to proceed.  This will 
help students to remember what they played.  
An online community will also be set up to 
provide new updates, guides and 
walkthroughs, as well as a forum for students 
all over Malaysia to communicate and share 
information.  In conclusion, this project is 
expected to fulfill its objectivity which is a 
developed game based on History to help 
students understand History better.  In the 
preliminary analysis, interviews with teachers 
and questionnaires showed that the proposed 
product deliverables are favorable to be 




       Since this project only covers the simple 
syllabus that is being used, there are many 
rooms for more improvements. This project 
will only serve as proof of concept or as a tool 
to measures how effective learning is with a 
GBL Framework.  For the future work, what 
can be done is that, we can increase more 
content to the project, for examples include 
more exercises, quizzes and different chapters 
and different levels. If this project were 
successful, this concept can be further 
enhanced with 3D implementation of the 
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